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1. Introduction

The primary purpose of this note is to present an exercise in proof design. For us, such a design consists in
isolating the relevant concepts for the problem at hand, introducing special-purpose notation for them that is geared
to manipulation and to crisp formal specification, and then solving the problem in a demand-driven way, while on-
the-fly extracting from the calculation additional theory useful for solving the problem proper.

The problem chosen is demonstrating the correctness of an algorithm for computing the longest path in a tree.
Given a finite tree with all edges having positive length, we wish to compute a longest path. This can be done

using a procedure invented by Edsger W. Dijkstra around 1960, which is as follows.
Build a physical model of the tree by connecting each pair of adjacent nodes by a piece of string of the given

edge length. Now pick up the physical tree at an arbitrary nodeU , let the contraption hang down, and determine a
deepest nodeX. Then pick up the tree atX and determine a deepest nodeY . The claim is that the path betweenX

andY is a longest path in the tree.
We have never seen a formal proof of this claim, and the purpose of this note is to provide one.

2. Formal specification

A tree provides a unique connection for each pair of nodes; we refer to this connection asthe path between these
nodes. The length of the path between nodesv andw is denoted byvw: it is the sum of the lengths of the edges on
the path. Thus for all nodesv, w we havevw = wv.

Now we can formally state the problem. Forv, w, z ranging over arbitrary nodes, we can summarize the
procedure as follows:
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(0) 〈∀z :: Uz � UX〉
(1) 〈∀z :: Xz � XY 〉,
and then the claim is

〈∀v,w :: vw � XY 〉.
Because the problem is entirely phrased in terms of path lengths, we will at least need a little “theory of trees”
stating something about path lengths. The most elementary properties that spring to mind are the triangular
properties

	� : vw � vm + mw, and

	= : m onvw ≡ vw = vm + mw

in which “m on vw” is a shorthand for “nodem is on the path connecting nodesv andw, endpoints included”.
(In 	� we use that all edges have nonnegative length; for	= we need that all lengths are positive.)

3. The formal proof

We now design a calculational proof, interspersed with some heuristic remarks. For anyv andw we have

vw � XY

⇐ { by (1) and transitivity of�,
apart from which there is not much else we can do }

〈∃z :: vw � Xz〉
⇐ { looking for witnesses, we try to restrict ourselves to

the nodes identified so far, viz.v, w, U , X, andY ;
of these,X makes no sense andY is absorbed
by the demonstrandum }

vw � Xv ∨ vw � Xw ∨ vw � XU

⇐ { it is unlikely that disjunctvw � XU could
contribute to the validity of this expression:
nodeU is arbitrary andvw could be
the length of a longest path }

(∗) vw � Xv ∨ vw � Xw .

And here we are left with an expression that is symmetric inv andw, so that we can afford to focus on one disjunct
only.

Neither of our givens (0) and (1) apply tovw � Xv, and at this point we thus fall short of manipulative freedom.
Additional freedom is usually obtained by parametrization, and it is here that	� and	= from our little “theory
of trees” come in handy, since these can introduce new nodes. By applying	� to vw and	= to Xv —the least
committing choice for strengtheningvw � Xv!—, we obtain

vw � Xv

⇐ { introduction of nodesm andn,
• n onXv }

vm + mw � Xn + nv ,
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where• is to be read as “on the premise that”. But if we have to proceed from here, we had better decide onm = n,
because the termsvm andnv then cancel.

With these considerations in mind, our calculation continues as follows:

vw � Xv

⇐ { 	� applied tovw, using transitivity of�;
	= applied toXv,
• m onXv }

vm + mw � Xm + mv

≡ { algebra, usingvm = mv }

mw � Xm

≡ { introduction ofU , heading for (0),
which has not been used yet }

Um + mw � Um + Xm

⇐ { 	� applied to right-hand side;
	= applied to left-hand side,
• m onUw }

Uw � UX

≡ { (0) with z := w }

true .

In summary, we established

vw � Xv ⇐ 〈∃m :: (m onXv) ∧ (m onUw)
〉
.

By the symmetry betweenv andw, we have for the other disjunct of(∗)

vw � Xw ⇐ 〈∃m :: (m onXw) ∧ (m onUv)
〉
.

So(∗), and hence the theorem, has been proved whenever we can rely on

〈∃m :: (m onXv) ∧ (m onUw)
〉

∨
〈∃m :: (m onXw) ∧ (m onUv)

〉
,

and it so happens that this is an instance of the general property of trees that

(♥) for all nodesA, B, C, andD of a tree,
〈∃m :: (m onAB) ∧ (m onCD)

〉

∨
〈∃m :: (m onAD) ∧ (m onCB)

〉
,

a property that we were unaware of when we started the exercise. (In contrast to the theorem of this paper, which
has an arithmetic flavor, property(♥) is a topological theorem. It can be proven along the following line: either
AB andCD overlap —in which case any node in the overlap is a witness for the first disjunct—, orAB andCD

are node-disjoint —in which case there is a unique path connectingAB andCD each node of which is a witness
for the second disjunct.)
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4. In conclusion

The calculation proper consists of eight small calculational steps and apart from the exploitation of the symmetry
betweenv andw, there is no case analysis involved. Nevertheless, it took us a very long time to arrive at the above
argument. It was only after we banished the use of pictures, both on the blackboardand in our minds, that our design
started to converge to the above one. And only then it became clear, in a demand-driven way, what properties of
trees were useful to solve the problem proper. Property (♥) in particular came as a surprise, and we could never
have predicted its usefulness in advance, since we didn’t even realize its existence.

We believe that without our calculational style we could never have arrived at the above design, in which the
algorithm’s two ingredients (0) and (1) are each used exactly once.
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